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Introduction
Public sex is one of those things that everyone thinks of, but it takes balls of steel to actually pull it off.
Well that and a willing and wild woman. You get both at Banged in Public, with sex scenes taking place
nearly everywhere BUT the bedroom.

Adult Review
There are some women that are incredibly happy at having no shame, and the ladies that get picked up at Banged in Public let
their exhibitionist streak go like wild. Stefan is the man of the hour, and he is a master at getting girls to drop their pants
down random streets, in front of buildings, and in the backyard where all of their neighbors can see.<br />  <br />  The
member's area at Banged in Public has a nice look to it, with a clean and simple navigation that serves well right now. There
are 38 episodes on the site with a video and photo set each, and for right now that nav works � in the future they might want
to try something a bit more involved in order to not let the collection overwhelm. <br />  <br />  The videos are handled in a
lightbox style player, which gives you a Flash streaming window with two different bitrates. The first is 700 kbps and above
average quality, while the top quality pick is the 1.5 mbps that is very good quality. You won't have to wait too long for the
buffering time, and the best part is that you don't have to mess around with downloads. The videos run for 20 � 25 minutes,
and you get to go along for these fucking in public rides. Videos from the site can not be downloaded but the streaming
versions are excellent for anyone who is not a collector.<br />  <br />  Are you a lover of porn photos as well? Banged in
Public is going to tickle your fancy even more then. They have very good quality photos shown at 1000x1500 at the top
quality, although the gallery does offer you a second choice of 900x600 if you'd like the faster loading version. The photo
sets are around 75 pictures per set, and takes you step by step through the enticing process that Stefan uses to get these ladies
eating out of his hand (or choking on his dick, either way). If you want a hands free experience, the slideshows are available
on each gallery and are multispeed.<br />  <br />  Banged in Public does a good job at providing plenty of variety for a public
sex reality site, and Stefan pulls off his part of things masterfully. The weekly updates are good, the main collection size will
give you plenty to sink your teeth into, and the good quality streaming videos means you never have to wait to see your porn. 

Porn Summary
Banged in Public offers everything you could want out of a public sex site. The locations are varied, the women really seem
to get off on it, and the content quality is great.

Review Rating
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Quality: 87  Updates: 83 Exclusive: 89 Interface: 85
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